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ABSTRACT
The last generation of contamination and exposure rate meters and

monitors designed and produced In Boris Kidric Institute, presented in this
paper, are digital survey Instruments. The common principle of these
instruments is the "simple precision" concept, i.e. predetermined time pulse
counting. This principle is discussed and basic structure of these
instruments is shown with their possibilities and features.
Keywords: Survey instruments, Surface Contamination, Hand and Foot Monitors,
Use of Computers.

INTRODUCTION

Contamination and exposure rate meters and monitors are usually

continuously present in the research and development programs, because new

technologies permit improvement of some technical details or even the change

of the structural concept of instrument almost daily. It should be noticed

that the results of modern technology in electronics can be used to build

simple instruments, easy to use and user compatible with improved quality,

reliability and human factors.

The Boris Kidric Institute has been involved in designing and

production of contamination and exposure rate meters for more than thirty

years. This long tradition and experience provide ability to follow and to

be present in the current trends in the field of health physics

instrumentation. The digital instruments were actual in the last decade, and

such instruments developed in Boris Kidric Institute are described in this
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paper.

Digital contamination and exposure rate meters have been always very

attractive for instrumentation designers, sincedigital instruments have

evident advantages in applications in comparison with analog ones. The large

scale integrated electronics allowed the digital instrument to be

implemented in a convenient size with facilities inherent to digital

technique.

The design of these instruments, in the Boris Kidric Institute, is

characterized by the use of large scale integrated circuits and digital

technique, during the last decade.

Two basic concepts were accepted:

A. Counting of the pulses from detector in the
predetermined time interval (simple precision
concept).

B. The numerical presentation of registered pulses,
i.e. of results.

The above concepts provide, with desirable simplicity, a reliable

instrument giving sufficiently correct and certain result readings within

the short measuring time. These elements are of great importance in health

physics, and it was justified to develop several types of instruments where

the mentioned concepts are applied.

PRINCIPLES

Pulse counting in predetermined time interval is the standard measuring

procedure in nuclear physics from the very beginning. For the accomplishment

of measurement the sealer and timer are necessary and sufficient functional

blocks. The combination of these elements is the essential part of the block

diagram shown in Fig.1.

In fact, Fig. 1 shows the structure of an instrument where the pulses

from detector are repeatedly counted in time intervals t , and after each

measuring interval the number of registered pulses is shown on the display

[1,2,3]. By adjusting the duration of time interval t , the calibration of

instrument may be achieved in such way to have the presentation of results

in the determined units. What these units will be depends on what is to be

measured: exposure rate or contamination, for example. The operating range

depends on the sensitivity of the used detector.

The instrument designed in this way has well known characteristics of

applied measuring method: when the measuring time t is chosen, the accuracy
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of obtained result is directly dependent on pulse rate and so it Improves

when the rate rises. If the least acceptable accuracy is to be high, the

measuring time must be relatively long (7-10 s) but, for modest requirements

the results may be obtained in a short time interval (1-3 s), with an

adequate detector.
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Fig.1. Block diagram of Instrument based on simple precision
concept

When the additional circuits, such as control circuits, digital

comparators, acoustic alarm signal generator or acoustic pulse indicator

etc. are added, an instrument with different possibilities may be designed.

INSTRUMENTS

Family of Exposure Rate Monitors

Following the above shown prirelples a set of exposure rate

meters-monitors was designed. The set consists of several models of the "MZ"

type: MZ-10,MZ-20,MZ-30. These models differ in measuring ranges, determined

by applied detector, depending of their applications.

GM tubes are used as detectors in all models, and results of

measurements are presented in O k g -s The operating ranges are as

follows:

M2-10 : from 10 pC-kg s 1 to 9999 pC-kg -s
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MZ-20 : from 10 nC-kg~-s J to 9999 nC-kg~*s *

MZ-30 : from 0.1 nC-kg^s"1 to 99.99 nC-kg^s"1

In the main part of operating ranges the error Is less then 15%.

In order to cover wide range of application each model is produced in

two versions: one with local probe and another with remote probe (up to 100

m).

Each model is provided with capability of selecting one of thirty

different alarm levels. The alarm is obtained through built in loudspeaker.

The same loudspeaker produces a short puls- of sound after each registered

count from GM tube, which further extends the area of application.

The simplicity of construction and high quality of used components

provided high reliability of instruments, which is very important

characteristic since these instruments were designed to be used in the wide

range of applications in monitoring and measuring.

Adequate mechanical construction of "M2"instruments (the case is

watertight for example), very simple system of manipulation and their

measuring characteristics made these instruments very popular and commonly

used.

Let us mention here the interesting model of exposure rate

meter/monitor of this kind, designed to have the minimum power consumption

[4]. Low bias voltage semiconductor detector has been used with this

instrument. To meet requirements for minimum power consumption Liquid

Crystal Display and CMOS Integrated circuits have been used. The result of

such approach was that the power consumption is brought down to 14 mW. The

insufficient sensitivity of the available semiconductor detector limited the

application of this instrument to the accidental situations, so it was never

produced in greater quantities.

Contamination Monitor

The same functional principles were applied to design the RMK-10

versatile radiological contamination meter. Very efficient GM tube of

pan-cake type has been used as a detector. Thin window of this detector

enables a wide energy range of beta radiation to be measured (from 100 KeV

upwards). RMK-10 has a high sensitivity: 3.5 p/s/Bq/cm2 for 14C, 7

p/s/Bq/cm2 for 147Pm, 15 p/s/Bq/cm2 for 36C1 and ^Sr-^Y.

This Instrument has three measurement modes: a) automatic sequential

with one or five-second measuring intervals (for surface contamination), b)
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automatic long-duration, with built-in timer of 100 or 1000 seconds

(convenient for samples), and c) manual operation using an external clock

(for extremely low contamination). The results of measurements are easily

read out through four-digit display.

The sound pulse indication permits to notice simply and promptly small

rate variations, when prospecting for contamination on surfaces.

The monitor RMK-10 is designed for detecting and measuring

contamination of • surfaces as well as of samples, and it has found

application in many measurements of this kind.

Hand-Foot Monitor

Combining four surface contamination monitors, adding the digital

comparators and completing the structure of instrument by the adequate logic

circuitry, the RAMOK-10 hand and foot monitor was designed.

It is a standard hand and foot monitor with all fundamental functions

and signals, lacking only the background subtraction. The instrument is very

reliable, since the measurement is carried out through four independent

measuring channels. As the detectors the same pan-cake GM tubes as in the

RMK-10 contamination monitor have been used, but supported by cylindrical GM

tubes to cover entire monitored surface. This arrangement resulted in modest

uniformity. The measuring time is 15 seconds and the obtained sensitivity is

acceptable for monitoring purposes in nuclear facilities.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The design and production of contamination meters and monitors based on

the simple precision concept, were the main preoccupation in last decade.

Once the main principles were set up and the fundamental circuits designed

and accepted, the research activities in Boris Kidric Institute were

oriented to the new field of radiological instrumentation: application of

microprocessors.

The microprocessor is already present in every type of instruments and

in the health instruments as well. The topics discussed in our published

papers had to give answers to: what the convenient structure of

contamination or exposure rate meter and monitor would be [5,6] and what are

the convenient algorithms for data and signal processing to obtain the rate

[7]. Finally, an experimental model based on the first formulated Ideas was

designed [8]. It should be mentioned that in the passed years the base for
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the next generation of instruments - microprocessor based intelligent

exposure rate meters and contamination monitors - was prepared'.

The digital contamination and exposure rate meters and monitors

designed, and in the .production in the last decade, based on the "simple

precision" principle represent the last generation of such instruments in

Boris Kldric Institute. Many of them are produced in large quantities (MZ-10

for example) satisfied all needs for health physics instruments of this kind

in Yugoslavia.

The accepted "simple precision" concept provided, with simplicity, the

reliable instruments giving sufficiently correct and certain result readings

within shirt response time The practice justified the convenience of the

chosen solutions.
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